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‘Forza Tappeti: The Rug
Revolution’ is COVER’s first
exhibition and will do exactly
what the magazine does in print:
promote the best quality and most
original handmade contemporary
design carpets. The show will
take place in Galleria Giacomo
Manoukian Noseda in the
Brera Design District at the
heart of the Fuori Salone.

COVER & HALI Magazines
COVER: Modern Carpets & Textiles for Interiors is an international
quarterly magazine focused on the best carpets and textiles being
designed and made today. COVER: Modern Carpets & Textiles
for Interiors highlights market trends, innovations and the creative
process in the modern carpet and textile industry.
For the COVER App please click here
HALI, the world leader in its field, is an international quarterly
magazine of exceptional style, brimming with information about
the textile arts of all cultures and periods. It is essential reading for
the amateur and the connoisseur alike. HALI plays a pivotal role
in the field of carpets and textiles, leading trends, tastes and
opinions as well as promoting the business.
For the HALI App please click here

Galleria Giacomo Manoukian Noseda
The Galleria Giacomo Manoukian Noseda is in the Brera
Design District at the heart of the Fuori Salone, home to the
famous cutting-edge gallery shows in the city centre that
represent the real heartbeat of Milan Design Week 2012.
During Milan Design Week the gallery will be completely
dedicated to the display of contemporary design carpets that
make up this ground-breaking exhibition.
‘Forza Tappeti: The Rug Revolution’,
17-22 April 2012
Please come and join the Revolution on the opening night:
Monday 16 April 18:30-22:00
For map click here

Untitled, silk rug designed by Jorge Pardo for Christopher Farr

Until now Milan Design Week has not felt the full impact of
the recent revolution in rug design; a revolution that COVER will
highlight and celebrate in this first curated show. All of the invited
participants are acknowledged leaders in design carpets and
represent the leading edge in this dynamic field that is revolutionising not only the way that rugs are made and designed within
traditional weaving cultures but also the way that they are
understood by the public and used by designers within interiors.

Amadi Carpets

Angelo

What the West Hollywood-based Ahmadi family don't know about producing
the highest quality rugs is not worth knowing. Amadi Carpets is responsible for
making some of the finest weavings being produced today in Afghanistan. With
sixty years of experience in the rug industry the family team manage to stay
ahead of the in-crowd; the Amadi's stunning ikat design rug collection (above)
appeared well ahead of the current ikat craze in interior design, proving that
the company are not just an authority but also an innovator and trend-setter.
www.amadicarpets.com

Belgian company Angelo, founded by Fiona DeWitte 13 years ago, has
earned its excellent reputation within the international rug industry with the firm’s
innovative spirit, its creativity and its unique rugs. Indeed, Angelo is very active
on the contemporary carpet market and the firm’s designs present a comprehensive range of handwoven, hand-tufted and handknotted rugs in a vast array of
designs. DeWitte is passionate about interior decoration. She not only takes
note of new trends but also allows her imagination to run free when designing.
www.angelorugs.com

Berekethalı

Bó Hamsa

The current international trend for overdyed and patchwork rugs, which has
taken the rug market by storm in the last few years and shows no signs of
abating owes its existence to one man: Celaladdin Vardarsuyu of Istanbulbased rug company Berekethali. Trend-setting Vardarsuyu works with antique
and vintage rugs not only to breathe new life into them but also to create
highly desirable contemporary carpets he calls Reformed Weavings, which
are being snapped up across the globe for design-conscious interior spaces.
www.berekethalı.com

At Domotex in January 2012 Julia Gèsine Stefan launched her first stylish rug
collection with established Hamburg carpet dealer Mohammad Kazem
Haghnegahdar. The Bó Hamsa label unites Julia Gèsine Stefan’s bold, modern
designs with traditional knotting techniques and in just three months she has
carved out a distinctive signature style of her own. The bright colouration and
striking forms give Stefan’s take on traditional nomadic patterns an international
avant-garde voice, and the artistic hand of the young designer shines through.
www.bohamsa.com

Chevalier édition

Christopher Farr

Launched in 2008 by Camille Chevalier, the Paris-based carpet firm Chevalier
édition has achieved several remarkable collections of rugs – many of which
are limited editions – with some of the world’s most sought-after figures in
design and the arts. Patricia Urquiola, Daniel Buren, Martin Margiela and
Jurgen Bey are just some of the names who have chosen to work with this
dynamic company. Chevalier’s latest collection of rugs includes the very flexible
Tresse (above), designed by French furniture designer Samuel Accoceberry.
www.chevalier-edition.com

One of the world’s first producers of contemporary design carpets, Christopher
Farr and partner Matthew Bourne began the company back in 1988, when
contemporary design rugs were virtually unknown. Over the years Farr has produced rugs from the designs of some of the world’s leading artists and designers, an idea that the company pioneered. The Cave Rug by Gavin Turk (above)
was recently acquired by Istanbul’s Elgiz Museum of Contemporary Art for their
permanent collection, proving that a rug can be viewed as a piece of art.
www.christopherfarr.com

Creative Matters

Deirdre Dyson

Canadian rug company Creative Matters makes a remarkable team, who
produce some of the world’s most unique rug designs. With the company’s
recognisable colour palette and style of patternation, Creative Matters have
built up an extensive portfolio of rugs. The latest designs, The Art Day Collection (above), come out of an inspired series of art days held at the company’s
Toronto studios. From these creative sojourns a vast array of exciting work has
developed and will be shown at the Rug Revolution show in Milan.
www.creativemattersinc.com

With a showroom based on London's exclusive Kings Road, Deirdre Dyson
is one of the city's most elite carpet designers. Her much-loved butterfly
designs, including the Butterfly Collection, have become an iconic series
within the UK's design industry. The Farfalla rug (above), which Dyson will
be showing in Milan, is one from this important collection, an abstract and
typically clear-lined interpretation of a butterfly's wing, offering a perfectly
balanced artwork for any stylish modern interior..
www.deirdredyson.com

Diacasan Edition

Hossein Rezvani

The Paris firm Diacasan Edition make, under the direction of its owner Sandrine
Demas, carpets for, and by, some of the world’s elite design firms including the
iconic Italian brand Cappellini. By matching technical expertise with a flair for
colour and bold design, the firm have a recognisable and much admired
aesthetic. The innovative approach to design and collaboration is shown by the
revolutionary Alnoor collection that combines viscose pile with a flatwoven
ground to stunning effect and includes Point-de-Croix (above).
www.diacasan-edition.com

German rug designer Hossein Rezvani appeared on the contemporary rug
scene no more than two years ago but has managed to take the market by
storm with his brilliant Persia Reinvented Collection and his designs which
rework classic patterns into unique pieces for the floor. Rezvani’s aim to
“reinterpret the old tradition of carpet weaving for the modern 21st century” has
succeeded with designs such as Tabriz (above) and Bakhtiar, two Persian rugs
which give classical design a twist for the 21st century carpet market.
www.hosseinrezvani.com

Jan Kath

Knots Rugs

For the most innovative contemporary carpets look no further than Germany’s
Jan Kath, a respected rug trend-setter on the international stage. Kath’s unique
designs combine the best of century-old traditions and underground cultures of
today using inspiring techniques that take the ancient art of weaving and turn it
on its head. Kath’s new Clown series (above) conceived by Kyle Clarkson, his
business partner in New York where Kath has recently opened his first US showroom, debuted at DOMOTEX HANNOVER in January 2012 and illustrate the
designs of an unknown graffiti artist. www.jan-kath.de

With a distinctive style of its own which exudes bold colour and dynamic
pattern, Knots Rugs has grown into one of the most active rug designers
and retailers in London today. The company recently moved into a new Kings
Road showroom along with the distinguished Italian brand Missoni Home. The
development of the Knots Rugs’ style is blossoming under the company’s newest
and quickly expanding collection English Eccentrics – from which Country
Garden (above) is taken – an anthology of bold Englishness and wild glamour.
www.knotsrugs.co.uk

Luke Irwin

Stile BK

Since 2003, Luke Irwin has carved a niche for his design vision in the high
end interiors market in the UK with his award-winning design. His rugs often
appear in leading lifestyle and interiors magazines demonstrating the popularity
and versatility of his portfolio, ranging in designs from animals and crop circles
through to dissolving ikat patterns (above) and eye-dazzling geometrics. He
offers from his Chelsea gallery both individual rugs and a bespoke design
service for the professional buyer and the private customer alike.
www.lukeirwin.com

Stile BK designer Behrouz Kolahi is first and foremost an artist and this attitude
is a powerful component in all of the company’s work. Inspired by Renaissance
portraiture and Virginia Woolf's celebrated writings, Stile BK’s latest powerful
collection Rinascimento. A Room of One's Own illustrates how a rug can define
an intimate space using the female image. From this series Scapigliata (above)
has the accompanying text: ‘Who shall measure the heat and violence of the
poet’s heart when caught and tangled in a woman’s body?’
www.stilebk.it

Theko

Top Floor

The German firm Theo Keller has been making interior products for over sixty
years, and its carpet brand Theko is recognised throughout Europe for it
versatility and variety. Through its six branded ranges, the company offers rugs
in different styles and from different weaving nations that can be used in kids’
rooms through to contemporary interiors. The sheer size of the company’s output
means that great emphasis is put on innovation and experimenting with design
ideas long before the rest of the industry.
www.theko-collection.com

Designer and owner of London-based Top Floor Esti Barnes has an inimitable
style all of her own, which has provided the firm with the excellent reputation it
has gained since she began in 1998. Multiple award winner Barnes produces
rugs with an understated exuberant style, often with an astonishingly articulated
use of carved pile, which gives her designs life and depth. Top Floor’s new rug
Esquire Evolution (above) uses both carved pile and graduated colouration to
create a remarkably sculptural aesthetic, subtle yet dramatic.
www.topfloorrugs.com

Warp & Weft

Werner Weber

Founded by Michael Mandapati in New York City in 2001, Warp & Weft is
dedicated to providing the best quality rugs for interior designers throughout the
world. The firm has established a reputation for the remarkable quality of its
rugs and the aesthetic eye of its owner, who designs many of the rugs himself,
resulting in rugs of unique character and texture. Understanding how to find the
perfect rug for each and every space has created a design studio that few firms
can match and in rugs like wool and silk Verona Ice Blue (above).
www.warpandweft.com

For over forty years, Werner Weber has been at the forefront of promoting the
tribal weavings of Iran as art, to be considered alongside the works of some of
the 20th century masters such as Joseph Albers and Mark Rothko. The clarity of
colours and minimalist designs of his current flatweave collection are directly inspired by the old weavings of Iran’s Mazandaran region, of which he owns the
world’s largest collection and which were the subject of his recent publication
Undiscovered Minimalism by Iran’s foremost artist Parviz Tanavoli.
www.wernerweber.com

Zollanvari
Zollanvari are one of the world’s biggest and most influential rug companies
working today. Having been trading in nomadic carpets since the early 1900s
the family have been instrumental in the rising global appreciation of traditional
Persian nomadic weaves. Gabbehs have become the company’s trademark
and Zollanvari’s outstanding examples have influenced collections worldwide.
The amazing Isfahan Collection (above) is a new interpretation of classical
design, created by Italian design brand SoFar/SoNear and Zollanvari.
www.zollanvari.com
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For more information about the exhibition and its participants, to request a copy of the
event’s digital catalogue or to access high resolution images of these rugs or any others
that will be shown in Milan please contact
Chiara Chiapparoli & Veronica Iurich
ch2 progettazione e comunicazione eventi culturali
www.ch2.it http://ch-2.tumblr.com
cc@ch2.it & vi@ch2.it +39 02 400 44 331

or Hali Publications’ Editor, Ben Evans
ben.evans@hali.com + 44 (0)207 578 7211
or COVER’s Deputy Editor, Lucy Upward
lucy.upward@hali.com + 44 (0)207 578 7216
Or visit the COVER blog here

